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GRAMMAR (10x3=30 pts.): Choose the 
best answer.

1) Last year, when I last met her, she told 
me she _____ a letter every day for the last 
two months. 
a) was written             b) has written 
c) had been writing    d) wrote 

2) He _____ robbed as he was walking out of 
the bank. 
a) had    b) did    c) got   d) were 

3) It _____ the best idea to pay for those 
tickets by credit card. It was too risky. 
a) may not have been 
b) may not be 
c) might not be 
d) must not have been 

4) If success _____, we need to prepare 
ourselves for every possible scenario. 
a) is achieved 
b) is to be achieved 
c) will be achieved  
d) is due to achieve 

5) I wish I _____ those words. But now it's 
too late. 
a) not having said 
b) have never said 
c) never said 
d) had never said 

6) I told her I admire everything _____ she's 
been doing. 
a) that      b) what     c) whom     d) who 

7) I'm sorry _____ you all this time. It 
wasn't my intention. 
a) to be ignored 
b) to have been ignored 
c) to have been ignoring 
d) to ignore 

8) Keeping ______ money safe while using 
digital payments should be a priority for 
everyone. 
a) my    b) one's    c) their    d) his 

 
 
 

9) When I saw them, they _____, and I 
thought they _____ because their eyes were 
red. 
a) were arguing / would cry 
b) argued / were crying 
c) had been arguing / cried 
d) were arguing / had been crying 

10. We ask citizens not to leave home _____ 
it’s strictly necessary. 
a) even if           b) unless 
c) provided        d) supposing 
 

B: VOCABULARY (10x3=30 pts.): Choose 
the best answer. 

11) Professor Fletcher is____of one of his 
students who got a perfect score on his math 
test. He thinks the student may have cheated. 
a) frightened  b) envious 
c) suspicious  d) proud 

12) In his interview, Mark_____that he could 
speak French. However, after he was hired, 
the company found out that he had lied. 
a) negotiated  b) claimed 
c) exposed  d) observed 

13) According to a recent______, sixty percent 
of Americans people prefer reading their news 
online to reading a newspaper. 
a) search   b) survey  
c) exchange  d) method 

14) Jonathan had his_____tested yesterday. 
The doctor said he needed glasses. 
 a) stamina   b) pressure  
 c) vision   d) stomach 

15) Mike's body was covered in______from 
running in the hot sun. 
a) powder  b) mist 
c) sweat   d) mud 

16) The car slowed down as it ______the stop 
sign. 
a) approached   b) trailed  
c) focused  d) wiped 
 



 

 
17) The ninja_____before anyone could get a 
good look at him. 
a) apologized         b) vanished 
c) appeared        d) revealed 

 
18) The doctor tried to_______his patient to 
stop smoking. 
a) prevent  b) resist  
c) perceive d) convince 
 

 

 
19) Sometimes children learn how 
to______from movies that contain bad 
language. 
a) swear  b) emphasize  
c) compete   d) bother 
 
20) The clothing store H&M has 
recently_____a new campaign targeting 
teenage girls.. 
a) gathered    b) urged 
c) wrapped    d) launched

C: READING (5x4=20 pts): Read the text below and choose the best answer about the text.

 
21) According to the text, __________________. 

a) the mountain farms of Switzerland no longer create a problem for the Swiss economy 
b) the number of people living in the mountainous area of Switzerland has been growing steadily 
c) the mountain farms of Switzerland are gradually becoming urbanized 
d) two thirds of the population of Switzerland live in the mountain farms 

22) Which of the following is not mentioned in the text as one of the differences between the 
mountainous area of Switzerland and the urban centers? 

a) standard of living                           c) materials used to build houses 
b) employment opportunities             d) public services 

 

PRICE OF LIVING IN THE HIGH ALPS 

The building crane, which has become the most striking feature of the urban landscape in 
Switzerland, is beginning to alter the mountain landscape as well. Districts of the Swiss Alps, which up to 
now have consisted of only a few disconnected small communities, are today becoming parts of planned, 
developing regions. The new highway, the new ski-lift, the new multi-nationally-owned hotel will 
diversify the economy and raise the standard of living in the mountain areas, or so many Swiss regional 
planners and government officials hope. 

The mountainous area of Switzerland, which accounts for nearly two-thirds of the total area of the 
country and only 12 per cent of the total population, has always been the problem area. According to the 
last census in 1990, 1,750,000 people lived in the Swiss mountains. Compared with the rest of the 10 
country, incomes are lower, services are fewer, employment opportunities are more limited and 
populations are decreasing. In fact, in only one respect do mountain districts come out ahead. They have 
more farmers, which many people do not consider to be an advantage. Seventeen per cent of the Swiss 
mountain population works in agriculture, in contrast to only 8 per cent of the total population of the 
country.  The mountain farmers are a special breed of men. They work at least twelve hours a day in 
adverse weather conditions which kill most crops and which only a few animals will tolerate. About half 
of them work at some other job as well, leaving their wives and children to do the bulk of the farm work. 

With all the present difficulties in working in the Swiss mountains, why should anyone resist the 
development of the mountain economy? The answer, as Andreas Werthemann, editor of the Swiss 
mountain agriculture magazine Alpwirtschaftliche Monatsblätter states, is that 'when tourism becomes too 
massive, farming disappears'. Therefore, in a country like Switzerland, where nearly one-quarter of the 
land is unproductive and which produces only 45 per cent of its own food requirements, all types of 
agricultural enterprises must be encouraged. However, in highly industrialized Switzerland, where 
mountain farmers are aware of the 'benefits' of city living, is it possible to maintain mountain agriculture 
and still solve the problems of mountain communities? The Swiss government has come to the conclusion 
that other kinds of employment in addition to farming must be emphasized. Yet whether it is possible to 
create other jobs that will not completely destroy agriculture is unknown. 



 

23) In line 18, 'resist' probably means __________________. 

a) refuse to accept            b) encourage         c) support               d) decide to favor 

24) Which of the following is not true according to the text? 

a) Three quarters of the land in Switzerland is suitable for agriculture. 
b) Swiss mountain economy is no longer dependent on farming as tourism has become too massive. 
c) Swiss farmers produce almost half of the food requirements of the whole country. 
d) The weather conditions in the Swiss mountains make life difficult for the farmers. 

25) The Swiss government is of the opinion that the problems of mountain communities can be 
solved by __________________. 

a) avoiding all types of enterprises in tourism 
b) introducing other kinds of employment rather than agriculture 
c) maintaining mountain agriculture 
d) making mountain farmers enjoy the 'benefits' of city living 

D: WRITING (20 pts.) 

Choose one of the topics below and write a paragraph with 100-120 words.  

1. Write about your first day at Alanya Alaaddin Keykubat University. (Narrative Paragraph) 
2. Describe your favorite place in your hometown. (Descriptive Paragraph) 
3. Write your ideas on the question; “What is the best way to learn about the world and 
different cultures / people?” (Exploratory Paragraph)  
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1. c 

2. c 

3. a 

4. b 

5. d 

6. a 

7. c 

8. b 

9. d 

10. b 

11. c 

12. b 

13. b 

14. c 

15. c 

16. a 

17. b 

18. d 

19. a 

20. d 

21.c 

22. c 

23. a 

24. b 

25. c 
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